
October 2022  Schedule
Time Activity Max # of Participants Program Description
All Day Spider Craft Unlimited Use natural materials to make your very own creepy, crawly spider to take home!

10:00 Freaky Fungi 40
Discover some of the weirdest organisms in the entire swamp in all their different forms! Learn how fungi help complete the cycle of the 
food web as decomposers.

10:00 Bat Blitz 60
Bats are one of the spookiest animals on the planet, but they are also one of the most important! This activity will have 
everyone up and moving as they get to experience what life is like as a bat or an insect.

10:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

11:00 6 Feet Under 40
Did you know that soil is alive? Take a deep dive into soil and learn about all of the tiny organisms that keep it and our 
environment healthy.

11:00 Train 75
All aboard! Take a 1.5 mile journey around the upland areas of the swamp. Learn about the Okefenokee Swamp's history and 
the people who have called it home.

11:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

12:00 Freaky Fungi 40
Discover some of the weirdest organisms in the entire swamp in all their different forms! Learn how fungi help complete the cycle of the 
food web as decomposers.

12:00 Bat Blitz 60
Bats are one of the spookiest animals on the planet, but they are also one of the most important! This activity will have 
everyone up and moving as they get to experience what life is like as a bat or an insect.

12:00 Nature Show 65 Come to our creepy, crawly, and slithery herpetology nature show. See and feel the creatures of the night!

12:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

1:00 6 Feet Under 40
Did you know that soil is alive? Take a deep dive into soil and learn about all of the tiny organisms that keep it and our 
environment healthy.

1:00 Train 75
All aboard! Take a 1.5 mile journey around the upland areas of the swamp. Learn about the Okefenokee Swamp's history and 
the people who have called it home.

1:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

2:00 Freaky Fungi 40
Discover some of the weirdest organisms in the entire swamp in all their different forms! Learn how fungi help complete the 
cycle of the food web as decomposers.

2:00 Bat Blitz 60
Bats are one of the spookiest animals on the planet, but they are also one of the most important! This activity will have 
everyone up and moving as they get to experience what life is like as a bat or an insect.

2:00 Nature Show 65 Come to our creepy, crawly, and slithery herpetology nature show. See and feel the creatures of the night!

2:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

3:00 6 Feet Under 40
Did you know that soil is alive? Take a deep dive into soil and learn about all of the tiny organisms that keep it and our 
environment healthy.

3:00 Train 75
All aboard! Take a 1.5 mile journey around the upland areas of the swamp. Learn about the Okefenokee Swamp's history and 
the people who have called it home.

3:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

4:00 Freaky Fungi 40
Discover some of the weirdest organisms in the entire swamp in all their different forms! Learn how fungi help complete the 
cycle of the food web as decomposers.

4:00 Bat Blitz 60
Bats are one of the spookiest animals on the planet, but they are also one of the most important! This activity will have 
everyone up and moving as they get to experience what life is like as a bat or an insect.

4:00 Nature Show 65 Come to our creepy, crawly, and slithery herpetology nature show. See and feel the creatures of the night!

4:00 Boat Tour 54
Board one of our jon boats and take a tour along our waterways. Learn all about the wildlife, plants, and water along the way. 
Every trip is unique!

4:30 Train 75
All aboard! Take a 1.5 mile journey around the upland areas of the swamp. Learn about the Okefenokee Swamp's history and 
the people who have called it home.


